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13 December 2018
PUBLICATIONS TO ORDER
We distribute a number of publications. If you already have all or some of these fine publications, think of those who are in need of them to
help them in their spiritual growth. By introducing one of these publications to a friend or family member, they will vastly benefit from it.
•

2018/2019 Messianic Calendar, by Qodesh Books
We have prepared a Messianic Calendar for many years. This calendar will help you in many ways to observe a Messianic Israel lifestyle. It shows the dates on which the New Moon should be sighted, as well as the dates on which the Scriptural Festivals will be. The
Rabbinic Jewish festival dates are also marked on the calendar, so that you can compare it to the Scriptural dates. Other useful
information includes the following: Candle lighting times according to Rabbinic Jewish customs; Torah readings for each Shabbat
(Sabbath); All other Jewish holidays; the South African school terms and even the pagan & secular holidays, so that you can plan your
year properly. The calendar is available free from our web site in PDF format.

•

The Scriptures, by Institute for Scripture Research. 2009 Edition (Items B1.1 to B1.15)
A literal translation of the “Bible”. In this translation the Name of the Father ( יהוהYHWH) and the Name of the Son ( יהושעYAHUSHUA)
have been restored in Hebrew font. The order and names of the books, as well as all personal names have been restored to the original
pronunciation as far as possible. This translation is enjoyed by thousands of believers worldwide, and has been described by many as
the best English translation available. For more details see http://www.messianic.co.za Available in Soft Cover, Hard Cover, leather
editions, pocket size and now also in ’duotone’ (light/dark purple and light/dark brown) in a protective box with a transparent window.
The hard cover is now in a slipcase. For pictures and fuller descriptions, please visit our web site at
http://www.qodesh.co.za/collections/bibles-and-reference-material-6

•

Come out of her, My people, by C.J. Koster (Item A8)
A study book on the origins of the Christian faith, her symbolism and practices, such as Christmas, Easter, the Cross, etc.
This is probably the best reference work on the origins of the Christian faith.

•

Gaan uit haar uit My volk, deur C.J. Koster (Item A9)
‘n Vertaling van “Come out of her, My people”. ’n Studieboek oor die oorsprong van die Christen geloof en al haar simboliek en
gebruike, soos Kersfees, Paasfees, die Kruis, ens. Hierdie is waarskynlik die beste beskikbare studie-bron oor die oorsprong van die
Christen geloof.

•

Torah for Children – Books 1 & 2, by Qodesh Publishers (Items F9 & F10)
The Torah for Children series is an aid for parents to teach their children the Torah of YHWH. The books are designed for children of all
ages. Portions from Scripture are simplified to make it easier for children to understand. There are many colouring pictures and fun-filled
activities throughout the books.

•

Tzitzit: (Items D3.1 & D3.2)
Tied and each package contains 12 white fringes and 4 blue fringes.

•

Woord en Getuienis, deur John Wahl (Item B6)
Hierdie bundel is ‘n poging om ‘n Afrikaanse Vertaling van die Skrif daar te stel wat so ver moontlik voldoen aan die vereiste wat in
Devariem 4:2; 12:32; Mieshleh 30:6 en Openbaring 22:18-19 neergelê word.
LW Hierdie is nie ‘n Afrikaanse vertaling van The Scriptures van die Institute for Scripture Research nie.

•

Knowledge in the Scriptures, by Harold Porter (Item A33)
A voice crying in the wilderness. Like the prophet Uli-Yaw {Elijah} of old we are calling on people to expose and to break down the alters
of pagan-infested ―religions and traditions in their midst, and to join in with the rebuilding of the correct Spiritual alter of offering, to the
Eternal Father.

•

Transcripts of Teachings by Edward Levi Nydle (Messianic “Rabbi”)
For more information go to: http://www.bnaiavraham.net/l

•

Introduction to Torah (Item E2)
A transcription of Messianic Rabbi Nydle’s study on the Torah. Complete with all Scripture references and Hebrew word studies.
This study is dealing with all the issues about the observance of Torah. A 12 lesson book using Scripture and references to show
that the Torah is for today and for EVERY Believer in the Messiah. Refutes verses from the Renewed Covenant to "prove" Torah is
done away with by the Messiah.

•

•

The Lost Sheep of The House of Yisrael (Item E1)
A transcription of his popular 6-part study on the restoration of the house of Yehudah and the house is Yisrael. Discover your
Hebrew roots through this eye-opening teaching on who Israel is. Complete with Scripture references and Hebrew word studies.
Not to be missed.
Other titles in this popular series on the Torah include, The Full Armour of YHWH (Item E3) and The Breastplate of the Cohen
haGadol (High Priest), (Item E5).
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We no longer stock the publications below, but we will gladly try to source them (and other publications you might
be interested in) and provide quotations to import them. Contact us via email with your requirements:
•

A Prayer to Our Father, by Nehemia Gordon and Keith Johnson
A Jew and a Christian discover the Hebrew origins of the Messiah’s prayer. “A Prayer to Our Father” is the exciting journey of faith of a
Jewish scholar and an African American pastor who join forces to uncover the truth about the most beloved prayer in the world.

•

His Hallowed Name Revealed Again, by Keith E. Johnson
Hallowed be Thy Name is an action-packed phrase from a powerful prayer, taught by arguably the most influential person who ever
walked the earth! Unfortunately, if you pose the following question to the millions of people who pray this familiar prayer on a regular
basis, you probably will not get acceptable answers: What is the name of our Heavenly Father that is to be hallowed?

•

Restoration – Returning the Torah of God to the Disciples of Jesus, by D. Thomas Lancaster
Discover for yourself the profound beauty of Torah life, the celebration of the biblical Sabbath, and the appreciation of Elohim’s set-apart
feast days. Your eyes will be opened to the other dimension of the faith that is beginning to re-emerge among Christians worldwide.

•

Ben Yehuda’s Pocket English-Hebrew / Hebrew-English Dictionary, by Ben Yehuda / David Weinstein.
Ben-Yehuda’s Pocket English-Hebrew / Hebrew-English Dictionary derives from the eight-volume Dictionary and Thesaurus of the
Hebrew Language, by Eliezer Ben-Yehuda, the father of modern Hebrew, and from new studies by his son, Ehud Ben-Yehuda, and
David Weinstein.

•

Christianity Reconsidered, by Warren Bowles
A5 Size. Soft Cover, 177 pages. Is the Church today what Messiah intended it to become, or have other influences caused it to drift
drastically off course? Can we really know what the original ancient course was? Christianity Reconsidered is the product of a former
Christian pastor's examination into some of the centuries-old teachings of the Church. His findings led him to a decision that changed
his life. In this book you will be challenged with evidence showing that: the Church was born long before the Messiah was; it is important
which day of the week you honour; the Jesus preached by the Church is not the Messiah of the Bible; the holidays of the Church have
nothing to do with the birth, life, or death of the Messiah; the first believers--including the apostle Paul--did not abandon their Scriptural
foundation. If you are willing to take the challenge, you may discover that what you know may not be so. For more information.
(www.lionlamb.net).

•

Messianic Mo’ydiym Devotional, by Kevin Geoffrey
What if the feasts of YHWH are more than just Jewish holidays? … more than prophetic pictures of Yahushua? What if Elohim
designated these times as a reminder to His people, calling for an uncompromised devotion only to Him? What if the purpose of the
Mo’adiym … is to change lives?

•

Pagan Christianity, by Frank Viola
The origins of our modern Church Practices. This book takes the reader to the details of Christian practices in the Church, such as “the
order of worship”; “the sermon”; “the church building”;” “the Pastor”; “Sunday morning costumes”; “Tithes and clergy salaries”; “baptism
and the Lord’s supper”. All these and many other practices originated just after Constantine (AD 324) or just after the reformation
(AD1517). The book references all the pagan origins. 140x215mm – 304 pages, soft cover.

•

Hebrew-English English-Hebrew Dictionary & Phrasebook, by Israel Palchan
This is a very useful almost pocket size dictionary show the English, transliterated Hebrew and Hebrew script of words. It teached basic
Hebrew grammar, the Hebrew alphabet, Pronunciation rules, abbreviations etc. 190x95mm – 210 pages, soft cover.

•

Walk in the Light Series of books: (Correct Names used)
•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

The Sabbath by Todd Bennett
A delightful new book explaining the Sabbath commandment in detail. It outlines it as the sign of the covenant, how Messiah
endorsed the commandment; how Paul endorsed it; the fallacies about Sunday. This is a wonderful book for new believers and it
used the correct Names exclusively. 110 pages, A5 size Soft Cover.
Kosher by Todd Bennett
This book explains the dietary instructions of Torah and also explains all the misinterpreted texts used by Christians in detail, such
as Peter’s vision. A wonderful new book for new believers. This book used the correct Names exclusively. 90 pages, A5 size Soft
Cover.
Names by Todd Bennett
This book gives the background and restoration details of the Name of the Father & Son. It also looks into the historic changes that
brought about the names found in modern bibles. 131 pages A5 size.
The Law and Grace By Todd Bennett
Examining the Relevance and Application of the Torah to All Believers! Is the Law only applicable to ancient Israelites or adherents
of Judaism? Was everybody ever saved by keeping the Law? Did G_d change His mind and abolish the Law through the ministry
of J_sus? Has Grace now replaced or done away with the Law?
Restoration By Todd Bennett
Is Modern Christianity the same faith expressed, lived and taught by the Messiah? Does Modern Rabbinic Judaism represent the
same faith as Israel described in the Bible? Has G_d replaced Israel with the Church? Todd D. Bennett explores the history of
religion and the essence of the faith which is described and taught in the Bible.
The Redeemed, by Todd D. Bennett. (Item 10.6) Are the Jewish people the chosen people of God? Did the Christian church
replace Israel? Is the modern state of Israel the prophesied restoration of Israel.
Is Modern Christianity the same faith expressed, lived and taught by the Messiah? Does Modern Rabbinic Judaism represent the
same faith as Israel described in the Bible? Has G_d replaced Israel with the Church? Todd D. Bennett explores the history of
religion and the essence of the faith which is described and taught in the Bible.
Messiah By Todd Bennett
Todd explores thousands of years of Christian and Jewish tradition concerning the identity and purpose of the Messiah of Israel.
This eye-opening study examines the Scriptural criteria for the Messiah and strips away centuries of tradition which have obscured
the true teachings of the Messiah from many.
Covenants By Todd Bennett
What are the Scriptural Covenants and what is their purpose? What is the New Covenant and did it do away with the Old
Covenant? Did G_d replace Israel with the Church?
Appointed Times By Todd Bennett
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•

•

•

•

Todd Bennett’s latest release. Todd Bennett explores thousands of years of Christian and Jewish tradition concerning the
Creator’s Calendar and the Appointed Times, often misunderstood to be exclusively Jewish Holidays. This eye opening study
examines the importance of knowing and understanding the Creator’s Calendar as well as the purpose and significance of the
Appointed Times which are essentially rehearsals intended to guide those in Covenant with the Creator on the path toward
restoration.
The Scriptures, by Todd Bennett
Is the Bible the inerrant word of G_d? Is the King James Version the inspired English translation of the Bible? Is the Old Testament
relevant today or is is exclusively directed toward Israel? Does the New Testament describe a New Covenant made with the
Christian Church?
Pagan Holidays, by Todd Bennett
Did the Creator establish new Holy Days for the Christian Church such as Christmas and Easter? Are Christians supposed to be
observing the Scriptural Appointed Times? What are the Scriptural Appointed Times and what is their purpose? Does the Creator
really care what Holy Days we observe?
The Final Shofar, by Todd Bennett
Todd Bennett discusses what is possibly the most intriguing subject of our time — the end of days and the coming of the Messiah.
This book explores thousands of years of Christian and Jewish tradition concerning the last days and provides clear guidance from
the Scriptures. This eye opening study examines the importance of knowing our past so that we are not ignorant of what to expect
in the future.

The Hebrew Yeshua vs the Greek Jesus, by Nehemia Gordon
I must have book for every scholar of Scripture. Former Pharisee, Nehemia Gordon, a Dead Sea Scrolls scholar and Semitic language
expert, explores the ancient Hebrew text of the Gospel of Matthew from manuscripts long hidden away in the archives of Jewish
scribes. Gordon's research reveals that the more "modern" Greek text of Matthew, from which the Western world's versions were
translated, depicts "another Jesus" from the Yeshua portrayed in the ancient Hebrew version of Matthew. Gordon explains the life-anddeath conflict Yeshua had with the Pharisees as they schemed to grab the reins of Judaism in the first century, and brings that conflict
into perspective for both Jew and Christian alike. (ALSO AVAILABLE IN VIDEO DVD)

•

Biblical Hebrew, by Dr. Page H. Kelly. An Introductory Grammar:
Very good as an introduction to Hebrew, based on Biblical Hebrew. Lots of exercises. This classroom course gives a clear statement of
the basic principles of the language and offers a wide range of exercises for practice and illustration. It carries the student throught to an
advanced stage of competence in reading both the Hebrew language and poetry. 450 pages, 19cm x 25cm. Soft Cover.

•

A Concise Hebrew and Aramaic Lexicon of the Old Testament, by William L. Holladay. Based on the First, Second and
Third Editions of the Koehler-Baumgartner Lexicon in Veteris Testamenti Libros
Ideal for teachers of Beginner Hebrew students in English. This is an essential tool for Biblical Hebrew students. Essential lexicon for
translating the Hebrew text. It is a middle course between a simple dictionary and full lexicon. 425 pages. 17cm x 25cm. Hard Cover.

•

Hebrew & English Dictionary, (Bantam-Megiddo), by Dr. Reuven Sivan & Dr. Edward Levenston.
10.5cm x 17.5cm x 3cm thick. Soft Cover.

•

Ancient Hebrew Dictionary, by Jeff A. Benner
1000 Verbs and Nouns of the Hebrew Bible. Whether you know Hebrew or not, this book will provide you with a quick reference
resource of learning the meaning of many Hebrew words that lie beneath the English translations, which will open new doors for you
into Biblical interpretation.

•

The Pagan-Christian Connection Exposed, by Michael Rood.
What can a Jewish scholar and theologian teach a Christian about Christianity? Plenty! Michael Rood proved G_d’s power with hold-inyour hand evidence. He explores long-held Christian traditions and skillfully uses the Bible to lead us back to irrefutable truths from the
Word of G_d. 113 pages 14cm x 21cm.

•

Die Uitnodiging: ‘Afgesonder vir Sy liefde’, deur Roxanne Botha.
Hierdie boek is ‘n treffende ontbloting van die areas in ons elkeen se lewe, waar ons Elohim nog laat terugstaan vir die dinge van die
wêreld, en dus hierdeer beroof word van ‘n ware ontmoeting en die teenwoordigheid van Sy liefde. Dit is die eerste ‘Uitnodiging’ in ‘n
reeks van 3 (“Afgesonder vir Sy liefde”; “Wapenrusting van ‘n Priester”; en “Boodskapper en Getuienis van Sy Liefde”) en is gebaseer
op YHWH se gebod: Wees lief!

•

The Letter Writer, Paul’s background and Torah perspective, by Tim Hegg
A fantastic book on the writings of Shaul (Paul), explaining his background as a Pharisee and Jew. This book is a MUST READ for
those who battle with the writing of Paul. This book explains Paul’s “change” of religion from works based to faith based. 150 x 230mm
in size, 332 pages.

•

The Interlinear Bible, Hebrew, Greek, English, by Jay Green
With Strong’s Concordance Numbers above each word. For Scholars who wish to check the translation of the text. King James text in
left margin. Main content (right-hand margin) contains the Hebrew text (Old Testament)/ Greek text (New Testament) with the literal
translation underneath, and Strong’s ref. numbers above).

•

The Return of Yahusha, by Lew White
This book is an investigation into an enigma that has haunted the minds of intelligent men and women since the concept was first
proposed: The End of Days, and the Return of Yahusha.

•

Understanding The Difficult Words Of Jesus (Yeshua), by David Bivin & Roy Blizzard
Insights & perspectives from a Hebraic perspective on the sayings of Yahushua, and proof that the New Covenant (Testament) writings
were given in a Semitic language and not Greek. 130 pages.

•

Answering Jewish Objections to Jesus (New Testament Objections, Volume 4), by Michael L. Brown
Jewish people commonly raise objections to Christianity based on the New Testament. In the forth volume of his highly regarded series,
Michael Brown explains the Christian response to thirty-four such objections.
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•

The Two Babylons, by Alexander Hislop
Also titled, The Papal Worship proved to be the Worship of Nimrod and his Wife. A study guide to many scholars, including Dr. Chris
Koster & Lew White, authors of Come out of her, My people and Fossilized Customs.
An all-time favourite, exposing the paganism in the church. This book is with wide margins for personal notes. 210mm x290mm – 330
pages.
Topics include the origins of: The Trinity, Mother & Child; Christmas; Easter; Mass; Idol processions; the rosary.

•

The New Strong’s Expanded Exhaustive Concordance
Thomas Nelson Edition. The New Strong’s Expanded Exhaustive Concordance of the Bible. Red Letter Edition, with the best of Vine’s.
Included Vine’s Complete Expository Dictionary of Old and New Testament Words; Computer generated text for highest accuracy;
Cross-referenced to other leading word study dictionaries; Letter indexed.; Complete Topical Index, Harmony of the Gospels,
Prophecies of the Messiah and more. Messiah’s words in Red; By John R. Kohlenberger III. Also includes Teachings Illustrations of
Messiah; The Parables of the Messiah; Miracles of Messiah; Prophecies of the Messiah fulfilled in (Yahushua); the Laws of the Bible;
Prayers of the Bible; Old Testament Chronology; the Jewish Calendar; Jewish Festivals; Monies & Weights; New Testament Monies;
Measure of Lengths; Dry Measures; Liquid Measures. 1932 pages.

•

The Analytical Hebrew & Chaldee Lexicon, by Benjamin Davidson
(For serious students of Scripture only – the most complete lexicon available) Every Word and inflection of the Hebrew Old Testament
arranged Alphabetically and with Grammatical Analyses. A Complete Series of Hebrew and Chaldee (Aramaic) paradigms, with
grammatical remarks and explanations. 155 x 235mm – 784 pages.

•

Thayer’s Greek-English Lexicon of The New Testament
Coded with Strong’s Concordance Numbers. Probably one of the best Lexicons for checking the Greek. Hard Cover, 185x240mm – 725
pages.

•

Complete Jewish Bible, by David Stern
This Edition is very useful if you wish to obtain the “Jewish” feeling of the written Word. Many Hebrew terms are used in this translation.
It also includes useful guides such as a complete word list of names; maps and explanations.
Available in Soft, Hard & Leather Cover.

•

Jewish New Testament Commentary, by David Stern
935 pages. This book comments on the validity of the Tenach for today; on Paul’s writings. A verse by verse commentary on the New
Testament from a Hebraic perspective.

•

Fossilized Customs, Lew White
This is a jewel of a book, exposing the pagan connections in the Christian faith. It is very easy to read and to follow, and more for the
“man in the street”. The content is similar to “Come out of her, My people”, but covers a much wider range of topics. If you are in regular
discussions with Christians, this book must be in your reference library, or send it as a gift to a friend. For more details see
http://www.fossilizedcustoms.com

•

Hebrew Gospel of Matthew By George Howard
This is the renowned Shem Tov Hebrew version of the evangel of Matthew, together with the translation by George Howard. It is
believed by many that the Shem Tov version of Matthew is older than any other Greek version available. When you read it and compare
it with any other translation, you will find significant differences.
This translation (and original Hebrew) of Matthew is of great help to the scholar and serious believer who wish to come closer to the
origins of the New Covenant writings.

•

Biblical Hebrew Step by Step - Volumes 1 and 2, by Menahem Mansoor
After years of classroom testing and development, this major new textbook is offered for learning Biblical Hebrew. The author, one of
today’s foremost teachers of Hebrew to university students, clergymen and laymen, incorporates the best contemporary methods and
techniques for teaching languages.

•

The Holy Epistle to the Galatians, by D. Thomas Lancaster
Peter says that Paul’s letters contain things that are hard to understand which lawless people twist as they do the rest of the Scriptures.
Bible readers generally understand Galatians as Paul’s dissertation against the Torah and against Judaism. More than any other book
of the New Testament, Galatians defines the line between Messianic Judaism and greater Christianity.

•

Idioms in the Bible Explained and a Key to the Original Gospels, by George Lamsa
World-renowned Bible translator and commentator George M. Lamsa explains nearly one thousand crucial idioms that will enrich
reading of the Old and New Testaments for student and general reader alike.

It is not our aim to make profit from these publications, but merely to bring truth to our readers. All funds always go back towards the work we
are doing to promote the Kingdom of YHWH.
Mail ordering, paying the full amount into our bank account and then faxing proof of payment to us.

Our banking details
Account name
Bank
Account Number
Branch
Branch number
Type of account

Qodesh Books
First National Bank
621 851 685 83
Clearwater Mall
251 141
Cheque account

BOOK COLLECTION POLICY
If you wish to collect books from our office, please call 011/660-9075.
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MAIL / FAX ORDER FORM

All prices are subject to current stock & postage rates
If new stock has to be ordered, prices may change

Please mail the order below to:

Our banking details are:

Qodesh
Books

Name …………………………………………………
………………………………………………………..

Address ……………………………………………..
………………………………………………………..

First National Bank
Clearwater Mall, Branch No. 251 141

City / Town ………………………………………….

Cheque Account No. 621 851 685 83

Postal Code ……………
Tel. No .……………………………

Your E-mail Address:

Fax. No …………………………….

………………...…………………..………

Item
A
In Stock

8.1

In Stock

8.2

In Stock

9.1

In Stock

9.2

NEW!

33

B
In Stock

1.1
1.2

In Stock

1.5

In Stock

1.7

In Stock

1.8

In Stock

1.9

In Stock

1.9a

In Stock

1.10

In Stock

1.11

NEW

1.12

In Stock

1.13

NEW!!

1.14

NEW!!

1.15

Description
TOPICAL BOOKS &
STUDIES
Come out of her, My people, by C.J.
Koster (Previously known as “The Final
Reformation”)

Quantity

Cost

Each

R 55-00

20 copies

R 1 000-00

P & P & S Total Cost

R 77-00
Call for
postage
R 77-00
Call for
postage

Gaan uit haar uit My volk, deur C.J. Koster
(Voorheen bekend as “Die Finale
Reformasie”)
Knowledge of the Scriptures, by Harold
Porter

Each

R 85-00

20 copies

R 1 600-00

Each

R 160-00

“BIBLE” TRANSLATIONS

Quantity

Cost

Each

R 220-00

R 85-00

10 copies

R 1 850-00

R 141-00

Each

R 695-00

R 85-00

Each

R 840-00

R 85-00

Each

R 360-00

R 77-00

Each

R 260-00

R 85-00

10 copies

R 2 100-00

R 137-00

Each

R 370-00

R 85-00

Each

R 370-00

R 85-00

Each

R 550-00

R 85-00

Each

R 200-00

R 77-00

Each

R 600-00

R 85-00

Each

R 450-00

R 85-00

The Scriptures 2009, Soft cover, by ISR
The Scriptures, Black Leather cover, by
ISR, with gold edging and three satin
ribbons.
The Scriptures 2009, LARGE Print Edition
in Leather cover, by ISR (A4)
The Scriptures 2009, LEATHER Pocket
size, by ISR (142mm x 112mm)
The Scriptures 2009, Hard cover in bonded
leather and in a slipcase, page edges in
silver with satin book marks, by ISR
The Scriptures 2009, Hard cover in bonded
leather and in a slipcase, page edges in
silver with satin book marks, by ISR
The Scriptures 2009, Soft cover duotone
(light/dark purple), by ISR
The Scriptures 2009, Soft cover duotone
(light/dark brown), by ISR
The Scriptures 2009, Soft cover duotone
LARGE print (black/charcoal), by ISR
The Scriptures 2009 Audio, (ISR) Read by
Craig Stevenson (set of 6 CDs)
The Scriptures 2009, Soft cover duotone
LARGE print (white/silver), by ISR to
commemorate the 25th anniversary of the
ISR. Very limited stock.
The Scriptures 2009, Large print Hard
cover in bonded leather and in a slipcase,
page edges in silver with satin book marks,
by ISR
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R77-00

P & P & S Total Cost

5

6

In Stock

Woord en Getuienis, John Wahl (Soft
cover)

D

OTHER
TZITZIT / Fringes (Tied to attach to 4 Holes in a
In Stock 3.1
garment) – 16 Strings Total (Blue Included)
TZITZIT / Fringes (Tied to attach to 4 Holes in a
In Stock 3.2 garment) – 16 Strings Total (Blue Included)
Tied with better quality string

Each

R 320-00

R 85-00

Quantity

Cost

Each

R 90-00

R 60-00

Each

R 137-00

R 60-00

Quantity

Cost

Each

R 137-00

R 77-00

Each

R 185-00

R 77-00

P & P & S Total Cost

In Stock

1

In Stock

2

TEACHING TRANSCRIPTS - BY
EDWARD NYDLE
The Lost Sheep – 2 House Restoration
Teaching
Introduction to Torah

In Stock

3

The Full Armour of YHWH

Each

R 137-00

R 77-00

In Stock

5

The Breastplate of the Cohen haGadol

Each

R 285-00

R 77-00

Quantity

Cost

Each

R 125-00

R 77-00

Each

R 170-00

R 77-00

E

F
9
NEW!!

10

CHILDREN’S TORAH STUDIES – BY
QODESH PUBLISHERS
Torah for Children – Book 1, by Qodesh
Publishers
Torah for Children – Book 2, by Qodesh
Publishers

P & P & S Total Cost

P & P & S Total Cost

Payment method
Electronic Transfer

TOTAL COST

Phone us for bulk or multiple book orders Post Office rates at (011) 660-9075. For postage to neighbouring countries,
please contact us at (011) 660-9075.
All orders will be shipped by The South African Post Office via normal post, but you are welcome to arrange a courier of
your choice.
Forward orders with proof of payment to orders.books@qodesh.co.za or fax to 086/505-2863.

All our books can be ordered online at www.qodesh.co.za
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